
 
store menu 

 
                       32oz | 64oz | 4pks 

 
| Green Moss 

7.5% abv | hazy double ipa                          12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

the goat. big citra. big simcoe. 
all juice. 

 
| Dun 

6.0% abv | hazy pale ale                         10.00 | 18.00 | 12.99 
 

amarillo, citra and amarillo lead 
the charge in this deliciously 
juicy hop drama of pale ale 
proportions. 

 
| Daaa Boats 

6.5% abv | hazy ipa                           12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

uber-crushable, bright citrus haze, 
designed with drinking on a boat in 
mind – a collaboration with our 
friends at wendella boats! 

 
| Moored Dirigible 

6.5% abv | hazy ipa                           12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

citra and simcoe are the superstars 
here, but man..eclipse puts a fun 
spin into the mix, doesn’t it?! 

 
| Urbs In Horto 

7.5% abv | hazy double ipa                          12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

dank citrus all day in this city in a 
garden. 

 
| Two Flat 

5.75% abv | american pale ale   10.00 | 18.00 | 12.99 
 

hoppy west coast pale ale that’s fruity 
and dank and just straight up easy 
going. 

 
| Beef Dipped 

7.5% abv | hazy double ipa                          12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

full throttle dank pineapple simcoe 
juice experience. beer name doubles 
as the best way to order a beef 
sandwich. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
| Soapboxer 

6.0% abv | hazy pale ale                   N/A | N/A | 12.99 
 

citra, mosaic, simcoe and nelson sauvin 
– just like bughouse square – only in a 
slightly smaller than a double ipa 
package. 

 
| Butcher Gold 

4.75% abv | american light lager               10.00 | 18.00 | 12.99 
 

beer this crushable and aromatically 
pleasant is actually outlawed in 
several states. not really, but 
almighty zeus’ beard this is tasty. 

 
| Folletto 

5.0% abv | italian style pilsner                  10.00 | 18.00 | 12.99 
 

refreshing and crisp italian 
pilsners for the win! 

 
| Skeleton Cruise 

7.5% abv | west coast double ipa  12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

clear beer, hop-loving 
swashbucklers rejoice!  

 
| Loophole Technicality 

7.5% abv | hazy double ipa                          12.00 | 20.00 | 14.99 
 

a lyrically tight delivery of 
continued mind and body-satisfying 
dankness courtesy of the ripping 
combo of hand-selected amarillo, 
strata & galaxy. 

 
| Glphx 

6.75% abv | ipa                                  N/A | N/A | 14.99 
 

balanced, dank tropics in this 
here  lovely clear ipa. 

 
| Monadnock 

6.0% abv | american porter                     N/A | N/A | 12.99 
 

notes of bakers cocoa, rich toffee 
and sweet espresso in this smooth 
drinker of a porter. 

 
| Sweet Home 

6.5% abv | hazy ipa                           N/A | N/A | 14.99 
 

oh baby don’t you wanna go? 
 

| Grid 
5.75% abv | pale ale                  10.00 | 18.00 | N/A 
 

hopped with citra and mosaic 
for your clear beer, pale ale-
crushing enjoyment. 

 
 
 


